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SECTION 1 – OVERVIEW

1.1 - This document contains the Floor Rules for the Raw Deal Collectible Card Game by Comic Images.  The Floor Rules are strictly for use in sanctioned tournament play only.
1.1.1 - The Floor Rules will change periodically.  The most recent version always takes precedence.  The most recent Floor Rules may be found at: www.comicimages.com/rawdeal

1.2 - It is the responsibility of every tournament Player, Judge, Tournament Organizer (TO) and Manager to familiarize him/herself with the most recent printing of the Floor Rules.

1.3 - Failure to comply with the Floor Rules may bring penalties outside of a tournament situation.  Comic Images reserves the right to ban Players from sanctioned tournament play for any length of time.


SECTION 2 – PLAY EQUIPMENT

2.1 - Each Player is required to bring to the tournament all of the materials and equipment necessary for the proper completion of a tournament match.

2.2 - Soft plastic card sleeves are permitted as long as the color, size and style of sleeves are consistent throughout the entire deck. The condition of the sleeves must be consistent throughout the deck as to ensure, in the opinion of the head judge, no unfair advantage can be gained by illegal markings.  
 2.2.1 - EXCEPTION: A player may opt to sleeve his Backlash deck and/or Superstar card with sleeves of a different style/color.  
2.2.2 - Hard plastic sleeves are not permitted in sanctioned Raw Deal events (except for Backlash decks and Superstar cards.)  
2.2.3 - If card sleeves are used, only one card per sleeve is allowed.
2.2.4 - If the card sleeves used contain a marking such as a manufacturer's logo, the marking may not be visible on the back of the card sleeve.  All such markings must face forward.

2.3 - Proxy cards (cards used to represent a different card) and cards not made by Comic Images for the Raw Deal Collectible Card Game are not allowed in tournament play.
2.3.1 - Promotional cards are allowed at the discretion of the tournament organizer unless explicitly allowed or banned by Comic Images.  

SECTION 3 – TOURNAMENT MATCH STRUCTURE

3.1 - Players must take their seats in a timely manner upon the announcement of the pairings.  It is the players' responsibility to ensure that they are playing the correct opponent.

3.2 - Players then reveal their Superstar card.
3.2.1 - Each player's Superstar used in the tournament is considered Public Knowledge.  Revealing Superstar cards does not need to be done simultaneously.
3.2.2 – Some cards are revealed along with the Superstar Card.  While the Superstar is Public Knowledge, the other cards are not.  These must be revealed simultaneously through a method of the players’ choosing, to include Enforcer cards and the chosen Enforcer.  No player should gain an advantage by seeing the other player’s cards first.

3.3 - The decks are shuffled by their owners and then presented to the opponents for final shuffling/cutting.
3.3.1 - Once the deck is shuffled/cut by the opponent, no further shuffling of that deck is permitted.  After any player has shuffled any deck, the other player may opt to cut the deck.
3.3.2 - Any reasonable shuffling method is acceptable.  A reasonable shuffling method is one that is not likely to cause damage to the cards or protective sleeves, and will cause the deck to be randomized.
3.3.3 - A player may at this time count his opponent's deck as long as this is done expediently, in full view of both players, and without being able to determine the characteristics of any particular one card (foil, non-foil etc.)
3.3.4 - Players choosing to not play with a Backlash deck must inform their opponent of this.
3.3.5 - Cutting a deck is defined as dividing the deck into two separate stacks of any size and placing one stack on top of the other.  Anything other than this is to be considered a shuffle.  

3.4 - Players then determine which player goes first during the Pre-Match phase.  Typically this will be the player with the highest Superstar value.  If there is a tie (or other discrepancy, such as Edge vs Edge) a coin toss or other predetermined random method shall be used to determine which player goes first.

3.5 - Players then enter the Pre-Match phase.  
3.5.1 – Players enter the Venue, Feud, Stipulation and Manager sub-phases of the Pre-Match Phase.  During these sub-phases, players may only play one card with the appropriate trait per sub-phase.  For example: During the Manager sub-phase, players may only play a Manager card (unless the card states otherwise.)
3.5.2 – After the Manager sub-phase, players enter the Events sub-phase.  Players alternate playing a Pre-match card or passing until both players have passed consecutively or both players have no more Pre-match slots left.
3.5.3 – Title Belt cards printed without a Pre-Match card type are considered to be Universally Unique.

3.6 – Players then draw their starting hand sizes.  Specifically, players draw a number of cards equal to their Starting Hand number after modification.

3.7 – The first player now starts to resolve his Pre-Match cards with ‘End-of-Pre-Match’ card effects.  Once he is done, his opponent does the same.

3.8 – Players now compare Superstar Values again to determine which player will take the first turn of the game.
3.8.1 – If the determination in Rule 3.4 was done randomly AND the Superstar Values are tied again, players must once again decide who plays first though random determination UNLESS neither players’ Superstar Value changed.  If neither players’ SSV changed, the original random result is kept.

3.9 - Each player follows the basic turn structure as outlined in the latest copy of the Raw Deal Rule Book (as found in starter decks or online at www.comicimages.com/rawdeal)
3.9.1 - It is both player's responsibility to ensure that each turn is played in a timely manner, and that all cards played are played legally and properly.
3.9.2 - It is both player’s responsibility to ensure that their knowledge of the rules is current, and they are aware of any outstanding card errata.  Particularly for cards in their own deck.
3.9.3 - A player may question his opponent on any aspect of the game considered Public Knowledge.  Currently the Public Knowledge areas are: The number of cards in hand, deck (Backlash and Arsenal) or Ringside pile.  Any cards in play.  Any cards in Ringside pile.  Any card removed from the game entirely.  Current Fortitude of any player.  Current status of Superstar Ability (used, unused etc.)  Any current and ongoing card effects.  Updated wording on any card in a Public Knowledge area.
3.9.4 - If a card moves into or out of a Public Knowledge area, the title of that card is considered Public Knowledge.
3.9.5 - If an effect allows a card with a particular trait or characteristic to change from one Private area to another (ie deck to hand), the card must be shown to all players first.  This is to ensure that the effect was legally played.  Having a judge verify the legality of the card choice does NOT excuse a player from following this rule.  An effect that searches for ANY card does not follow this rule and may remain hidden.
3.9.6 - Any area not defined in Rule 3.9.3 as Public Knowledge is considered Private.

3.10 - Each Player's Backlash Deck must be placed nearby in an area visible to both Players.

3.11 - Each Player's Ringside pile must be located next to that Player's Arsenal.

3.12 - At the conclusion of the Match, the players must determine whether the Match ended in a Pinfall, Countout or Draw.  They must then inform the Tournament Organizer or Judge of the outcome.
3.12.1 – Unless a Match is won specifically by Countout, the Match is won by Pin.
3.12.2 – A draw is considered to be a loss for both players.

3.13 - Players may agree on a Match result at any time as long as the decision is reached without any discussion of collusion or bribery.  If a Match is won by concession, the match is recorded as a Pinfall victory.  

SECTION 4 - CARDS AND CARD INTERACTIONS

4.1 – Any player is entitled to a ruling by a judge during a tournament match in which he or she is a participant.

4.2 – Any player may be provided with the current wording and errata for any card in the Raw Deal CCG.

SECTION 5 - TOURNAMENT STRUCTURE

5.1 - Sanctioned Raw Deal tournaments (and the organizers thereof) must comply with all local, state and national laws.
5.1.1 - Unless permission is given otherwise, sanctioned Raw Deal tournaments are open to the general public.  (The rules and policies of the local tournament venue may override rule 5.1.1)

5.2 - It is the responsibility of the Tournament Organizer to start at (or reasonably close to) the advertised starting time.
5.2.1 - Players who arrive after the advertised starting time may still enter the tournament (at the discretion of the TO.)  These players will be given a loss for each round that started in their absence.  The TO is in no way obliged to reduce the entry fee in this case.

5.3 - Pairings should be made using the Swiss system (Section 6) unless otherwise advertised.  Pairings must also be made randomly.

5.4 – A computer may be used, as long as being run on a computer does not adversely affect the tournament.  Tournament software is recommended, and is provided at www.comicimages.com/rawdeal


SECTION 6 - THE SWISS SYSTEM
6.1 - Wherever possible, the Swiss system will be used in sanctioned tournament play unless permission is given by Comic Images.
6.1.1 - Any number of the following variants to the Swiss system may be used: Single Elimination, Double Elimination, Straight Swiss, Standard Swiss.
6.1.1.A - Single Elimination expels from the tournament any Player who loses to an opponent for any reason.  The Top # Cut for Standard Swiss uses this method.
6.1.1.B - Double Elimination is similar to 6.1.1.A with the exception that it requires two losses for a Player to be eliminated from the tournament.
6.1.1.C - Straight Swiss is played with enough rounds to have one undefeated player at the end.  A Top # Cut is not used for this format.
6.1.1.D - Standard Swiss is the normal tournament format.  A number of rounds followed by a Top # Cut.  The Top # Cut is single elimination.
6.1.2 - The purpose of the Swiss System is to have one undefeated player at the end of rounds.  This is not always possible, but the formula must still be followed: 8 Players or less - 3 Rounds.  9-16 Players - 4 Rounds.  17-32 Players - 5 Rounds.  33-64 Players - 6 Rounds.  65-128 Players - 7 Rounds.  Additional Rounds may be needed if the Straight Swiss system is used.
6.1.3 - For the initial round 1 pairings, the Swiss system is not used, since all players have the same Match Points.  Pairings must be done randomly.
6.1.4 - Odd numbers of participants will generate a random Bye.  The player receiving the Bye will receive 3 Match Points for a Pinfall victory.  Tiebreakers will count this Match as being played; the Bye will count as the best possible tie-breaker when determining a player’s standings.
6.1.5 - A player may only be given a random Bye if he: (a) Has not had a random Bye for this tournament, and (b) Has (or is tied for) the lowest Match Points amongst those players eligible to receive a random Bye.
6.1.6 - Players will occasionally be awarded Byes through some predetermined method (such as winning a gateway tournament etc.)  Awarded Byes are granted by Comic Images for specific tournaments only.  Awarded Byes follow the same rules as Random Byes, except that the same Player may have more than one in a Tournament, and more than one player may be affected.

6.2 - Scoring for tournament matches is as follows: 3 Match Points for a Pinfall Victory.  2 Match Points for a Countout Victory.  0 Points for a draw (including a draw based on time limit.)  A Double Countout (both players end a turn with 0 cards in Arsenal) counts as a loss, and gives 0 Match Points for each Player.  Match Disqualification counts as a Pin for the opponent (3 points) and Double Match Disqualification (both players Disqualified) is a Double Countout (0 points for both players)

6.3 - Swiss pairings are performed after all matches in the previous round are completed.
6.3.1 - Players who are on the same match points must be paired within the same group, or as closely as possible.
6.3.2 - It is possible for players to be paired against someone with more or less Match Points.  
6.3.3 - Players may not be paired against each other if they have already played once during Swiss rounds.  (EXCEPTION - If the nature of the tournament requires two players to play an extra Match in order to make the Top # Cut, these players may play regardless of tournament history.  This is not counted as a tournament Match, but it must follow the same rules as a tournament Match.)
6.3.4 - Tournament officials may choose to avoid pairing players together if they are playing the same Superstar cards, as long as the Swiss pairings would otherwise not be affected.  (EXAMPLE - The only Players with 10 Match Points after 5 rounds are playing Tazz.  As long as they have not played each other yet, they must play each other in the next round.)  
6.3.5 - Wrestlers who appear on Tag Team Superstar cards are considered different from Individual Superstar cards for the purpose of this rule.  (EXAMPLE - Jeff Hardy is considered to be a different wrestler than Hardy Boyz.)  
6.3.6 - Once the Swiss rounds have been completed, organizers must then calculate the final standings.  Once completed, this information is considered Public Knowledge.
6.3.7 - If the tournament organizers wish to perform a Top # Cut for playoffs, they must determine the players eligible.  This is to be done using the Diversity system (Section 9.)  They must then make the original final standings public as well as the revised standings.
6.3.8 - The amount of Match Points currently awarded to each player is considered Public Knowledge.
6.3.9 - Each player is responsible for keeping track of his own Match Points in order to bring a possible discrepancy to the attention of the Tournament Organizer.  Discrepancies for the last round played must be reported before the current round is finished.  (EXAMPLE - A misreported Match in round 3 must be reported before the pairings for round 5 are completed.)

SECTION 8 - INDIVIDUAL TOURNAMENT FORMATS
8.1 - The following section contains the individual tournament formats.  Only these formats may be used in a Raw Deal sanctioned tournament.
8.1.1 - Each tournament's format is locked and unchangeable once the tournament has started.  Tournaments may not mix formats.
8.1.2 - EXCEPTION to 8.1.1: A tournament organizer may choose a different format for the top # cutoff after all swiss rounds have finished.  (EXAMPLE: A Smackdown tournament (normal constructed) may have a Top 4 Cut where the format is No Mercy (sealed deck.))  
8.1.3 - During a tournament, if a card has become damaged through no fault of the owner (eg soda spill, disgruntled opponent etc.), the head judge may allow the use of a proxy.
8.1.4 - For constructed tournament formats, sets or promotional products containing new cards are not legal until the 14th day following the official North American release date.  This date will be made available on www.comicimages.com/rawdeal  
8.1.5 - If top # playoffs are being used, they must follow the standard format.  Valid top # cuts are: Top 2, 4, 8 and 16.  Larger cuts may be used if they follow this formula.  The #1 ranked player plays the lowest ranked player, #2 plays the second lowest and so on.  (EXAMPLE: In a top 8 cut, 1st plays 8th, 2nd plays 7th, 3rd plays 6th etc.)  Playoffs are single elimination.

8.2 - SMACKDOWN is the standard constructed format.  This will be the most common format used in tournaments, and is the default if no other format is announced/advertised.  Tournament Organizers are encouraged to use this format as their premier constructed format.
8.2.1 - All cards are legal in Smackdown tournaments, subject to Section 10.
8.2.2 - EXCEPTION to 8.2.1: Cards with the Tag Team icon are not allowed in non-Tag Team tournaments, unless the card states otherwise such as Tag cards from the Mania expansion.
8.2.3 - The deck construction rules are found in the Raw Deal rulebook found in starters or online at www.comicimages.com/rawdeal
8.2.4 - The time limit in Swiss rounds should be 30 minutes.  This may be increased to 40 minutes at the discretion of the Tournament Organizer.

8.2.5 - The Tournament Organizer may require that a decklist be required for the tournament.  A decklist is a list of all cards in the deck (Arsenal and Backlash), along with player name, player number (if applicable) and Superstar card.  The requirement for decklists must be announced before the start of the tournament.

8.3 – RAW DRAFT aka Auction Draft
8.3.1 – Raw Draft is the standard limited format.  Tournament Organizers are encouraged to use this format as their premier sealed (limited) format.
8.3.2 – Players should be split into groups of no more than 7 and no less than 5.  If this is not possible, the Tournament Organizer should ensure that the pod or pods should run no less than 5 players (but may run over.)
8.3.3 – Pods may be considered separate tournaments or as part of a larger tournament.  If the pods are considered separate tournaments, players may not play each other if they came from different pods.
8.3.4 – The TO will then introduce to each pod a number of starter decks equal to the number of players in the pod plus one.
8.3.5 – The selection of starter decks should represent as many different Raw Deal expansions as possible.
8.3.6 – The selection of starters should not contain more than one copy of the same Superstar.
8.3.7 – Players will then be given a number of booster packs.  Typically this number would be 5 or 6, although this number can change at the discretion of the Tournament Organizer.
8.3.8 – Players must be given the same selection of booster packs as everyone else in the tournament.  For example: Player A is given 3 Survivor Series boosters, 2 Divas Overload boosters and one Backlash booster.  Every other player in the draft (including other pods) will have the same selection of six boosters.
8.3.9 – Players are seated randomly around the table and all of the starters are placed in the middle.
8.3.10 – Starters must be available for the players to examine and ask questions before the draft starts.
8.3.10 – If possible, starters must be sealed with their original packaging.  If not, the inside packaging must be intact or the starter may not be used.
8.3.11 – One player is randomly chosen to be the opening bidder.  Once chosen, this designation does not change until the conclusion of the draft.
8.3.12 – A scorekeeper should be used to write down information on bids, number of packs and anything else deemed noteworthy.  Ideally this should be the judge, but this can be anybody who is not playing in this pod.
8.3.13 – The opening bidder will at this time select one starter and bid a number of packs.
8.3.14 – Moving clockwise (to the left), players take turns either bidding a larger number than the previous bid (outbidding) or passing.
8.3.15 – Players may not bid more than the number of boosters they currently have in front of them for this draft.
8.3.16 – Players only bid a number.  They do not have to note which packs they are bidding.
8.3.17 – Players must bid at least one pack.
8.3.18 – Players that pass on bidding are out of contention for that bidding round.  They may not bid until a new opening bid.  Only players that bid in the opening bidding round may continue to bid.
8.3.19 – If all players pass after the original bid, the original bidder takes the starter he bid on.  He then chooses the number of packs he bid from his boosters and assigns them to the remaining starters by placing booster packs underneath the starters.  If anyone else bids, he wins the bid if all other players pass on that bid.
8.3.20 – If a player wins a starter deck, he also wins any boosters that were assigned to that starter deck.
8.3.21 – The player may distribute his boosters in any way he chooses.
8.3.22 – The player then takes the boosters he owns that were not assigned to starters, and any boosters that were assigned to the starter he won, and will construct a deck with them when the bidding process is completed for all players.
8.3.23 – The player to the left of the opening bidder now starts a new bidding round.  Follow the procedures from Rule 8.3.13
8.3.24 – Players that have won decks do not participate in the bidding process.
8.3.25 – When all players have bid on and won starters, players will be directed to construct decks.  The time limit for deck construction is 30 minutes (40 minutes if players are required to register their card pool.)
8.3.26 – Any unclaimed starters and boosters assigned to those starters will be returned to the Tournament Organizer.
8.3.27 – Players must follow the normal rules for deck construction found in the Raw Deal Rulebook (no more than 3 copies of any non-setup card etc.)
8.3.28 – If a player finds a Superstar card in one of his boosters, he may opt to replace the Superstar card found in his starter and play the tournament as this new Superstar.  If a player opts to do this, he must inform the Head Judge.
8.3.29 – Tournament rounds should be run using the Swiss system described in Section 6.  Players should only play opponents from their own pods until the playoffs.
8.3.30 - The Tournament Organizer should take the top 1 or 2 players from each pod for a playoff series at his discretion.  The Tournament Organizer may opt to have the players draft again, otherwise players should play with the same decks they used throughout the tournament.

8.4 - NO MERCY aka Sealed Deck.
8.4.1 - Players are not required to bring cards to a tournament with this format.  The cards will be provided by the Tournament Organizer.  All cards are legal in No Mercy tournaments, subject to Section 10.
8.4.2 - EXCEPTION to 8.4.1: A Tournament Organizer may require that players bring sealed product (boosters/starters) to the tournament (usually for a discount to the entry fee.)  If this option is taken, the sealed packages must be presented to the TO upon arrival to ensure that the product is adequately sealed and that tampering did not take place.
8.4.3 - EXCEPTION to 8.4.1: Cards with the Tag Team icon are not allowed in non-Tag Team tournaments, unless the card states otherwise (such as Tag cards from the Mania expansion.)
8.4.4 - If the No Mercy tournament is played with only starters, players will be given the starters before the start of round 1.  Time for deck construction is not required, since the starters are legal preconstructed decks, although at least 5 minutes should be given for players to shuffle and/or sleeve the deck.
8.4.5 - If boosters are to be added, time for deck construction will be required.  Players must be seated randomly for deck construction.  No cards or obstructive items are to be on the tables at this time.
8.4.6 - Tournament organizers may require that the contents of the boosters be written down.  In this case, it is the responsibility of the TO to provide a means to do this.  Contents of the starters are fixed and need not be written down.
8.4.7 - If a card has become damaged by the packaging/shipping process, the player must bring it to the attention of the Head Judge.  The Head Judge may allow the player to use a proxy card for this tournament only, and only for the card(s) in question.
8.4.8 - If a card has become damaged through no fault of the owner (eg soda spill, disgruntled opponent etc.), the Head Judge may allow the use of a proxy.
8.4.9 - 15 minutes will be given for deck construction (if needed.)  This time may be extended if the No Mercy tournament is played with a set that the public may not have much experience with (eg within a week of release.)
8.4.10 - No Mercy tournaments are exempt from rule 8.1.4 and may use any product available as long as the product is made available to all participants.
8.4.11 - No Mercy tournament players must still adhere to the normal rules of deckbuilding, as given in the Raw Deal rulebook. 
8.4.12 - The time limit in Swiss rounds should be 40 minutes.  This may be adjusted by the Tournament Organizer for any reason as long as the reason (and the new time limit) is announced to all players prior to the start of round 1.
8.4.13 - Backlash cards are legal in this format as long as they came from the Sealed Deck card pool.
8.4.14 – The rule that prevents players from constructing arsenals with more than 3 copies of any one card is lifted for the No Mercy format.  Unique cards are still restricted to 1 copy.

8.5 – STEEL CAGE – Formerly Hell in a Cell..
8.5.1 - This format follows the same rules for Smackdown with the following additional rules.
8.5.2 - All cards in a Steel Cage tournament are removed from the game when they go to the Ringside pile.  The cards remain in the Ringside pile.
8.5.3 - The Ringside pile still exists, but nothing can retrieve cards from it.  No card effects or Superstar abilities can override this rule.
8.5.4 - If a card or effect mentions the Ringside pile, the players must still obey all instructions from that card or effect, with the exception of moving cards from the Ringside pile. 
8.5.5 - The Ringside pile is still considered Public Knowledge.
8.5.6 - An effect that requires a discarded card to be shuffled into the arsenal INSTEAD of going to the Ringside pile does not actually hit the Ringside pile.  Cards such as these will not be removed from the game.  (EXAMPLE: Roll Out of the Way, Flip over the Corner Turnbuckle etc.)
8.5.7 – The cards are considered to be removed from the game, and may interact freely with cards such as Get Out of Here! and Ultimate Smackdown.

8.6 – KING OF THE RING
8.6.1 – King of the Ring is the Smackdown constructed format using single elimination rounds.  All rules and regulations for this format are identical to Rule 8.2 with the following additions.
8.6.2 – When a player loses by Pin or Countout, that player is eliminated from the tournament.  At least one player from each match must be eliminated.
8.6.3 – The time limit may, at the discretion of the Tournament Organizer, be suspended for this type of tournament.  A time limit draw would eliminate both players.
8.6.4 – All byes must take place during round 1.  Under no circumstances should there be byes awarded during later rounds unless a player drops or two players are eliminated from one match.

8.7 – TAG TEAM
8.7.1 – Tag Team can be a constructed or limited format for teams of two or more players.  Rules for Smackdown Constructed (8.2) or No Mercy (8.4) are used as appropriate with the following additions and exceptions.
8.7.2 – Teams play with a shared Backlash deck.  The size of the Backlash deck is increased by 2 cards of each type (with an additional +2 cards for each extra player on the team greater than 2.)  Each Ring Area may also contain +1 Pre-match and Mid-Match card for each member of the team after the first.
8.7.3 – A team may be made up of members of a tag team that exists in Raw Deal.  If this happens, the team is considered to count as that tag team as well as the individual members.  The team may also pack between them one of every card with that existing tag team’s logo.  This is a list of every team combination:

-Matt Hardy and Jeff Hardy count as the Hardy Boyz
-Kane/BFM and/or Undertaker/Deadman count as the Brothers of Destruction.
-BuhBuh Ray Dudley and D-Von Dudley count as the Dudley Boyz.
-Edge/Adam Copeland and Christian count as Edge & Christian.
-Rock/People’s Champ and/or Hulk Hogan and/or Edge/Adam Copeland count as the People’s Team.
-Undertaker/Deadman and/or Brock Lesnar and/or Kurt Angle/Your Olympic Hero count as the Damgerous Alliance.
-Triple H/The Game and/or Stone Cold Steve Austin/Rattlesnake count as Two Man Power Trip.

Existing tag teams may appear in these combinations as well.  For example, Rock, Hogan and Edge & Christian tag together.  The team counts as the People’s Team AND Edge & Christian.

8.7.3A - Each team may also pack one copy (between them) of any card with that tag teams’ logo (that they would not normally be allowed to pack.)  For example, Matt and Jeff Hardy count as the Hardyz.  They may pack one copy of TLC Match in their Backlash deck and one of them may pack Poetry in Motion.
8.7.4 – Each Backlash deck gains the deckbuilding benefits and restrictions of all Superstars on the team.  If the benefits and restrictions conflict, the restriction takes precedence.  (For example, Kurt Angle teams with Right to Censor.  Kurt cannot pack Face of Heel cards in his Backlash deck even though he can still have them in his Arsenal.  If Kurt tags with Stephanie McMahon, he can have both Face and Heel cards in his Backlash deck and his partner can play then normally.)
8.7.5 – Any card from the Backlash deck can be played by either player as long as someone on the team could play the card.  The only exception to this rule are superstar-specific cards which can only be played by superstars with the appropriate logo.
8.7.6 – Cards in the Ring Area are considered to be shared by all players on the team.  This includes Fortitude value.
8.7.7 – Superstar Specific cards are considered to be inactive if no Superstar with that logo is active on that team.
8.7.8 – Stipulations are always considered to be active unless this conflicts with Rule 8.7.7.
8.7.9 – Non Superstar-specific Pre-Match cards will affect all players on the team.  Pre-Match cards that affect opponents will affect each opponent once.  If there is an interaction between two individual opponents (such as Backstage Ambush Attempt) the Active players will interact, and the Inactive Players will interact.  (Of there is more than one Inactive player on each team, the player playing the card chooses.)
8.7.10 – The active superstars for each team are chosen as the Superstars are revealed.  This may be done in secret if the players wish.
8.7.11 – The Inactive player can never be pinned or counted out.  Card effects that try to do this will fail.
8.7.12 – Any player can use an Activated Card Effect in their Ring Area as long as they could have legally played the card.  (For example, Trish Stratus could not use the Reversal ACE of Garbage Can Lid as she could not have legally played the card.)
8.7.13 – If an effect tries to get numerical information during the Pre-match phase, the team will combine this information.  For example, if an effect asks for the Superstar Value of a Superstar, it will get the team’s combined Superstar Value.
8.7.14 – Only the Superstar Abilities of Active players may affect the game.
8.7.15 – Cards that go to a sub-zone can only be used by the player that placed them there (for example, Keibler’s Cookies.)
8.7.16 – At the start of each turn, the inactive players on that team may either (a) Draw 1 card and discard 1 card OR (b) Put 1 card from their Ringside Pile on the bottom of their Arsenal.
8.7.17 – No more than 3 of any non-setup card with each name is allowed in each Ring Area.  For example, a team has 3 copies of Step Aside in their Ring Area.  No player on that team may play Step Aside.

SECTION 9 - THE DIVERSITY SYSTEM
9.1 - The Diversity System must be used in sanctioned Raw Deal tournaments.  The purpose of the Diversity System is to fill the ranks of a top # cutoff with unique Superstars.
9.2 - At the conclusion of the Swiss portion of the tournament, the TO will determine the final standings.  At this time, the TO will determine the best record for each Superstar represented in the standings and remove the rest from the list.  This will create a top # with unique Superstars.
9.3 - If the tournament does not have enough unique Superstars to fill the top #, players are restored to the top # list one at a time until the top # is filled.  Players with the best records must be added first.
9.3.1 - If players are restored to the list, they retain their placing in the top # according to their tournament record.  (ie, the top # should still be in final standing order.)
9.4 – Unique Superstars are defined in Rule 6.3.5
9.5 – EXAMPLE of the Diversity rule.  There are 8 players in a tournament.  3 playing the Rock, 2 Mankind, 2 Undertaker and one Spike Dudley.  After rounds, the standings look like this:
Rock 9 points
Mankind 6 points
Undertaker 6 points
Mankind(2) 5 points
Rock(2) 5 points
Spike 3 points
Undertaker(2) 3 points
Rock(3) 0 points

The top 4 players are Rock, Mankind, Undertaker and Mankind(2).  The Diversity rule will discard all of the duplicate Superstars, leaving only the Superstars with the best records.

Rock 9 points
Mankind 6 points
Undertaker 6 points
Spike 3 points

This would be the top 4 for the purposes of a top 4 playoff.  Note that Spike (3 points) makes it ahead of two players with 5 points and another player with 3 points.

SECTION 10 - DECKBUILDING RESTRICTIONS
10.1 - All sanctioned tournaments must use the deckbuilding rules found in the Raw Deal rulebook.  This section contains additional rules.
10.2 - Comic Images reserves the right to ban cards from sanctioned tournament play for any reason.  No cards are banned at this time. 
10.2.1 – On occasion, Comic Images will issue special tokens that resemble cards.  These cards will have a long white line across the text box, and are not for play use.  Currently, these cards are: Hardcore 24/7 (Given out during large conventions.)
10.2.2 – It is the responsibility of each player to ensure they are playing with legal cards.  Fake or counterfeit cards will result in a player being removed from the tournament.
10.2.3 – Spanish Language cards may be used.  If Spanish Language cards are mixed with English Language cards, card sleeves must be used.  This is due to the Spanish Language cards being slightly larger and easier to detect in an unsleeved deck.
10.2.4 – Players may mix cards with WWF and WWE logo backs, but opaque-backed non-transparent sleeves must be used.

SECTION 11 - RULINGS
11.1 - All sanctioned tournament are required to have on staff a person to make rulings and settle disputes in a fair and arbitrary manner.  This person is known as the Judge.
11.2 - In tournaments with more than one Judge, a Head Judge is selected.  When only one Judge is present, that Judge is considered the Head Judge.
11.2.1 - Rulings given by a Judge may be appealed by any player in the match.  The Head Judge is the only person who will rule on the appeal.
11.2.2 - The decision of the Head Judge is final and binding.  The Head Judge may tolerate a discussed appeal of his finding (for the purpose of making a correct and informed ruling.)  This is at the sole discretion of the Head Judge.
11.3 - If a ruling takes more than a reasonable amount of time (ie more than 2 minutes), the Judge should grant a time extension to the match.  The time extension should be approximately equal to the time taken for the ruling.
11.4 - It is the responsibility of both players to call a Judge for a ruling.  Rulings given by players and/or spectators are not binding and should not be solicited.
11.5 - A Judge may not be asked to make an official ruling on a Match if the Match result has already been turned in.
11.6 - In the case of a small tournament, a Multiple-Judge system may be used.  All Judges using this system may play in the tournament, but may not make rulings on any Match in which they are participating.  The minimum number of Judges required for a Multiple-Judge system is three.
11.7 - A Player may act as Tournament Organizer if the integrity of the tournament would otherwise be compromised.
11.8 - A player may produce a ruling (hard copy) given by the Commissioner or Rules Manager and present it to the Judge as part of arguing his case.  This does not obligate the Judge in any way to follow such a ruling.
11.9 – Each Tournament Organizer must have on hand a copy of the latest FAQs (or access to the latest FAQs via the internet), and the latest rulebook from the most recently printed Raw Deal expansion, and must make a reasonable effort to appraise himself of the most recent rulings appearing on www.comicimages.com/rawdeal


